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Ephemeral Muse is raising awareness on a journey of discovery,
witnessing the state of nature through art. With a visual history of
glaciers from the past four centuries, alongside his own paintings today,
Toby Wright opens a dialogue on climate change through the personal
journeys of artists that share his fascination for the high Alps.

Ephemeral Muse

Raising Awareness

Glaciers are climate indicators, and through them we can track how our
world has been evolving. In the Mont Blanc massif, we encounter some
of the largest ice glaciers, and reveal their drastic retreat. We explore
intimate stories of mankind’s relationship to these giants of the Alps, and
how their physical presence has inspired throughout the ages.

Location Significance



Seeking a deep connection to his subject, the artist works from life,
facing the elements directly, to share with us the lived experience. He
opens a conversation on climate change through the journeys of earlier
artists that share his fascination for the high Alps. He seeks to find those
same painting spots, investigating how nature has been witnessed
through the ages, revealing a reality about our evolving world that
cannot not be ignored.

Personal journey with nature

Through his love for Nature and art, Toby Wright takes us

on a journey to witness the transformation of nature

through painting.
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We combine the stories of past and present painters with the
message of science institutions in a dialogue about our changing
environment. This is art at the service of science, merging the
human experience with the study of the natural world. To connect
people with nature and consider what it provides us, we can help to
encourage its preservation.

Spanning over more than five centuries

SCIENCE FACTS & DATA



HISTORY



This personal journey will bring together the painters of the past
alongside the science institutions of today, to confront us with the reality
of our changing environment.

A classically trained artist interested in the natural

sciences, with a keen investigative mind and a taste for

adventure.

A UNIQUE STORY



You will not only observe change, but you will feel it.



Our partners will include glaciologists, geographers, marine biologists,

mountaineers, and various academic and cultural institutions.

Preliminary outreach has been greeted with enthusiasm. We have received approval from the Royal
Geographic Society of London, the Oceanographic Institute of Monaco, Monaco's Science Center
(CSM), America's Fine Art Connoisseur Magazine, and more to come.

PARTNERS



WITH SUPPORT OF

"This film was made
possible with the

support of ..."

CONTRIBUTING PRODUCER

"Contributing producer"
credit 

CO-EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

"Co-Executive Producer"
credit

"Executive Producer"
credit

* 1 - 2.45 %

2,000 - 4,900€
* 2.5 - 7.0 %

5,000 - 14,000€
* 7.5 - 9.5 %

15,000 - 19,000€
* 10 - 20 %

20,000 - 40,000€

2 individual executive
producer credits in the
main titles if requested.
 + Name or logo at the
top of the film.

"In Association With"
mention

* 35 % +

70,000€ +

Name inclusion or logo
in the end credits

Name inclusion or
logo in the end
credits

Credit in main title and
end credits

Name credit at the top
of the film.
+ 2 executive producer
credits in main title if
requested.

* Percentage of shared profits in perpetuity relative to initial investment support.

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER IN ASSOCIATION WITH

2 paintings appearing in
the documentary,
35x25cm

1 painting from the
documentary, 100x70cm

2 paintings from the
documentary, 100x70cm

Weekly fulfillment of your
brand's social media needs

Weekly fulfillment of your
brand's social media needs

Weekly fulfillment of your
brand's social media needs

Once monthly fulfillment of
your brand's social media
needs

Once monthly fulfillment of
your brand's social media
needs

Sharing of profits in
perpetuity *

Sharing of profits in
perpetuity *

Sharing of profits in
perpetuity *

Sharing of profits in
perpetuity *

Sharing of profits in
perpetuity *

YOUR PARTICIPATION OPTIONS



PAINTINGS SMALL: 35 X 25 CM

PAINTINGS LARGE: 100 X 70 CM



Other participation options

MEDIA PARTNER

Receive four tickets to our events
 

Appearance in docu credits
 

Exclusive interviews with Toby Wright
and director Bogdan Anghel

Overall audience reach min. 1 million
 

Post once a week

EMBEDDED MARKETINGAMBASSADOR

Multiple appearances throughout the
documentary

 
Exclusive product placement in your

respective industry*
 

Exclusive interviews with Toby Wright
and director Bogdan Anghel

Receive two tickets to our events
 

Access to exclusive media and behind
the scenes content

Audience of min. 500,000 followers
 

Post once a week

REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS



Toby Wright

Drawing nature from an early age was a way for Toby Wright of connecting
with the larger world around him. Today, he continues to pursue this quest
by taking his easel across continents. Climbing the Alps above 4000m,
painting in remote areas of the Arctic or the Himalayas, and pursuing
underwater drawing of marine mammals. Through his art, he invites his
audience to connect deeply with the natural world.

A painter's determination to raise awareness.



Bogali is a family-owned production company passionate

about creativity and the world of arts.

It thrives to inspire and make a positive impact on society through
meaningful films. Bogali was founded in 2013, it is active mostly on the
French Riviera and Monaco and it's a proud member of Commission du
Film Cote d'Azur.

BOGALI



Bogdan is a filmmaker fascinated by the beauty of life and the

complexity of consciousness.

He is driven by intuition and Interested in finding fruitful paths between
ingenious artistry and business relevance. "Between raw nature and
human behavior, it's a never-ending playground for creativity to flourish."
In his 15+ years of experience, he was active in TV, advertising,
corporate filmmaking, and the movie industry.

bogdan anghel



the team

RAINER BRUNOTTE
Production Manager

AIDAN RHODE
Geography & Science
Consultant 

JULIEN GEAY
Camera Operator 

ALINA ANGHEL
Assistant Director

LAURA AIRINEI
Assessment of
Environmental State

BENOIT SIMON
Drone Pilot





This is an opportunity to be involved
with an artistic and scientific initiative.
It's aim is to motivate and educate
through science and an artistic journey
over 4 centuries.

Please get in touch with us for more
information:

Proudly supported by

ephemeral-muse.com

hello@ephemeral-muse.com


